
Test Data Documentation
Five test cases are run as part of the test procedure. Note that only one version of Test Case 1 is used. Note also that Test Case 4 is designed as an 
update to Test Case 3 so the test data may not need to be entered separately into the EHR system. For more information see the section below 
"Information About the Test Cases."

Links to the spreadsheet versions of the test cases are below:

Test Cases

Version 1.1.1 (New)

Test_Case_1a_Complete_Cancer_Record_With_Radiation

Test_Case_1b_Complete_Cancer_Record_Without_Radiation

Test_Case_2_Cancer_Diagnosis_with_No_Treatment

Test_Case_3_Two_Cancer_Diagnoses

Test_Case_4_Two_Cancer_Diagnoses_Update

 Test_Case_5_Non-reportable

Test Cases

Version 1.0.5 (March 15, 2017)

Test_Case_1a_Complete_Cancer_Record_With_Radiation

Test_Case_1b_Complete_Cancer_Record_Without_Radiation

Test_Case_2_Cancer_Diagnosis_with_No_Treatment

Test_Case_3_Two_Cancer_Diagnoses

Test_Case_4_Two_Cancer_Diagnoses_Update

Test_Case_5_Non-reportable

Information About the Test Cases

General Information

Use Test Cases for Version 1.1.1 for new testing. The Test Cases for Version 1.0.5 are also provided above for reference. 
Where multiple value sets and/or code systems are allowed for a single data element or attribute, use of any one is acceptable for testing. The 
correct values for every choice have been provided in the test data. For example, see the Data Element "value (histologic type)" in the test data.
For several templates, all required elements must be populated. Details are not provided in the spreadsheet when they are fixed values because 
they are clearly defined in the Cancer Reporting IG. Examples include “No Known TNM Clinical Stage Observation” (see Test Case 3) and “No 
Known TNM Pathologic Stage Observation.”
Test data values for display names and narrative text are non-normative. Meaning that these values in a cancer report are not required to be 
exactly as defined in the test data. These values in the cancer report do, however, need to contain equivalent text, and this determination can be 
made by the tester when evaluating context-specific test cases for any mismatches.
The column "Note to Vendors and Testers" in the test data provides information about any special circumstances for a particular data point. It 
highlights, among other things, the relationship between values as described in the  , section Cancer Report Validator Testing Process Document
"Context-specific (Test Data Conformance) Validation."

Test Case 1a and 1b – Choose One

Test Case 1 has a version "a" and a version "b", only one of which must be tested. Version "a" has data pertaining to radiation treatment contained in the R
adiation Oncology Section template. Version "b" has the information in that template nulled. This accommodation was made because EHR vendors may 
not have the ability to record radiation treatment information. However, the Radiation Oncology Section template is always a required template, and so the 
information provided in version "b" indicates the manner in which that information can be nulled. If a vendor can utilize the information in the Radiation 

Test Case 1b can be used as an example for Test Cases 2, 3, 4, and 5 on how Oncology Section template, then version "a" of Test Case 1 must be used. 
to provide Radiation Oncology Section with null flavors.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zN24G-9i5MaEsYhDmhY1-4kO3SFepn78/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AWQm6NoWUhBF44mBZqVby-fYj1YUxKwY/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZLg_GbbTnD0UtT_mYF6slK3yHl8PN9u-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UeOZ2RK_X2E_g3AkRGCyWkFeWAS7ZUKD/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zGwyUGKAyxUD_9JTUw6FIyT-CMKeZ6k7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17O3V50wgtmUZpxgg1u-IBaRTWcTuVfFW/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1307dudnOWmptighiKWIX-mYxpSDFsecbNNztIkZX1wg
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1p7ApEMzwrLi5e4kVLhf9CHo_Ux0pQBnAqywy_GRR6Io
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1CJZKsypgdv5tsORLHHaUmK1BNnR5uZI7xFvJdeYHjpM
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1FHTkVAmqQW0uAvsByXkV6I-PJhRtKPACvtho_3xbW68
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1xPqi6Pxm05peXivXHrOvZ6J5DQ3sdN5gISJ9Y-Qlf14
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1m7OLJHVSmnnPpqhF6H_rBLxlNtfskYBp6veUoKYeXE4
https://oncprojectracking.healthit.gov/wiki/display/CRIGTT/Cancer+Report+Validator+Testing+Process+Document


Test Case 2 – Minimal Information

Test Case 2 is designed to contain the minimal set of information that a valid cancer report requires. All required data is nulled if allowed and optional data 
is not included.

Test Cases 3 and 4 – Replacement Report

There is a close relationship between Test_Case_3_Two_Cancer_Diagnoses and Test_Case_4_Two_Cancer_Diagnoses_Update. The latter is designed 
to produce a report that is a replacement of the former because some of the data have been updated. The data in Test Case 4 that are highlighted in 
green are the data that change. This relationship was built between the two test cases because the Cancer Reporting IG specifies that a cancer report can 
be updated and replaced with a newer version. When a report is updated, the new version of the document must contain the same setId as the document 
that it is replacing and the relatedDocument/@typeCode must be “RPLC”. In addition, the relatedDocument/parentDocument/id and relatedDocument
/parentDocument/setId of the new version of the document must match the ClinicalDocument/id and ClinicalDocument/setId of the document it is replacing 
(or parent document), respectively. These elements are highlighted in yellow in the test data. The data element “Version Number” must also be set to a 
number greater than 1 (the first replacement would be “2”, and so on).

It is, of course, up to the EHR vendor to determine how the updated document is produced for Test Case 4. Since the majority of the data is shared 
between Test Case 3 and Test Case 4 -- including the patient name, date of birth, and Social Security number -- the complete set of data for Test Case 4 
would not need to be re-entered as a precondition for testing. The data entered for Test Case 3 can likely be updated to reflect the changes represented in 
Test Case 4 and in fact this is the spirit of the test case.

In the past the test team has asked that vendors change a random piece of data determined on the fly to ensure that the reports are generated in real-
time. If this test will carry over to this year, then it might be useful to include that process with Test Case 4 since the purpose of that test case is to change 
data and update a previous report. The tester could include random change to the data in addition to the changes indicated in Test Case 4.

Test Case 5 – Negative Test

Test_Case_5_Non-reportable is designed to ensure that only reportable cancer diagnoses are reported to the registry. Therefore, to run this test case, the 
tester should ensure that a cancer report is NOT submitted to the CRV. However, the test data must still be entered into the EHR system. The decision on 
whether or not to report the cancer diagnosis to the registry is based on the inclusion of a diagnosis from one of three reportability lists. Those lists are 
defined as BR 02 on page 21 of Volume 1 of the Cancer Reporting IG. In order for a report be sent to a registry, in the Problem Section template of a report
(<templateId root="2.16.840.1.113883.10.13.21" extension="2014-08-08"/>), one of the observation values must be from one of the reportability lists. On a 
more technical level, one of the results of the following XPath statement must be from one of the reportability lists.

/ClinicalDocument/component/structuredBody/component/section[templateId[@root="2.16.840.1.113883.10.13.21" and 
@extension="2014-08-08"]]/entry/act/entryRelationship/observation/value
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